
Founder’s Workbench

Problem Today's Solution New Solution

1. We need to deliver meaningful results to reaffirm 
investor confidence for the funding they provided 

- Execute proven plays  
- Invent new plays to break into new areas 
- Hire people

- Contract with a deeply experienced entrepreneur 
who is a player and a coach 

2. I sometimes get overwhelmed and stressed out 
from all the uncertainty, doubt and fear of failure that 
comes with building a startup 

- Talk to peers to get perspective and advice 
- Lean into my co-founders  
- Take anti-anxiety meds 
- Exercise 

- Resilient psychology training 

Funded ($3MM funding or $1MM rev) seed & angel 
stage startups in Bay Area who need to deliver 
results after funding 

Customer (name): Funded Startups $3MM+
Problem Validation Template

Do any of these problems resonate with you? 
What pain does it cause you? 
What problem should be on this list?

How are you solving this problem today? What does this mean to you? 
How does it work?

Iterate until you find a group of customers who have real pain, are actively working to solve it and are failing. The goal is to find an attractive 
set of customers that have real pain and are willing to take action to solve the problem and make the pain go away. 

Hypothesis:

Run 
Experiment

 + Create another 
customer hypothesis 

80% of customers will resonate with at least one 
problem

+
+

Results:

Project: FounderSensei Revenue Stream: Entrepreneurs-As-A-Service Customer Line: - Funded seed & angel-stage startups in the Bay Area
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(description of customer segment)
Customer (name): (customer segment name)

Problem Validation Template

Do any of these problems resonate with you? 
What pain does it cause you? 
What problem should be on this list?

How are you solving this problem today? What does this mean to you? 
How does it work?

Iterate until you find a group of customers who have real pain, are actively working to solve it and are failing. The goal is to find an attractive 
set of customers that have real pain and are willing to take action to solve the problem and make the pain go away. 

Hypothesis:

Run 
Experiment

x% of customers will resonate with at least one 
problem

Results:

Project: (project name) Revenue Stream: (revenue stream) Customer Line: (name of customer line - unique combination of customer-problem-solution-path-to-customers)


